
The Pitfalls Inherent in Industrial Cybersecurity

Hacking used to be about wily teenagers and phone phreakers stealing the source code to games and operating systems, but as disasters 
like Stuxnet have proven, the industrial sectors that manage and deliver water, power and other essential aspects of life are at risk.

Executive summary

How a new system for monitoring industrial infrastructure for cyberthreats is 
non-intrusive, watching signals from critical points in the production pipeline 
for telltale signs of compromise.

Hackers break into a local water supply plant and find the means to poison the water 

across several counties in their hands. An angry former staff member with the credentials 

to control a sewage system floods local parks and waterways in an act of revenge. A 

sophisticated malware destroys multiple centrifuges at a nuclear facility while hiding it 

from operators.

 These recent incidents demonstrate the abilities of a range of adversaries to penetrate 

systems controlling all areas of critical infrastructure. Every industrial sector organization 

is at risk.

 And while cyberattacks by nation states and political actors have commanded headlines, 

attackers range from mere hobbyists, hacktivists and cybercriminals to sophisticated nation 

state-sponsored attackers. 

 The industrial sector faces unique challenges that make cybersecurity both exponentially 

more difficult and more important, and this white paper will discuss the state of industrial 

cybersecurity today, the threats the sector faces, the vectors behind them and the best 

response plant owners and operators can adopt to minimize damage and improve resilience.

 Because as the high ranking military official overseeing the cybersecurity preparedness of 

America’s infrastructure said, it’s not a matter of if, but when...

The state of the market

 The world of SCADA in industrial environments is under increasing attack. There are 

far more cases of security incidents in the industrial sector than the ones we hear about 

in the news.

 High profile attacks within the retail sector such as the Target and Home Depot breaches 

illustrate the damage serious security breaches can inflict: frightening off investors, upsetting 

shareholders and imperiling customers’ personal information. Threats to industrial services 

and processes present even more ominous possibilities.

 Securing industrial systems is a delicate operation that can easily interfere with critical 

operational processes. As well as finely tuned sensor signal collection and processing from 

physical devices and equipment, alerts – even if false – can potentially take processes 

offline. For these and many more reasons, industrial organizations aren’t fortified to the 

same extent at the corporate sector and remain susceptible to attack.
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Common cyberthreats faced by the industrial sector

Malicious attacks

 Every good spy thriller depicts a nail-biting break-in where a security camera system is 

hacked and made to play a loop of continuous playback of an empty corridor – the hapless 

guard has no idea soldiers are actually sneaking down the corridor at that precise moment.

 In attacking SCADA systems, malicious intrusion is twofold. It’s about putting systems into 

potentially damaging states and – like a good spy thriller – hiding its presence.

 Instead of faking camera surveillance footage, the intent of a malicious intrusion is to fake 

signals from system sensors. If a cooling system reports performance outside acceptable 

parameters, sensors alert operators to it and a fix can be put in place.

 But if the cooling system reports acceptable performance while hackers slowly power it 

down and threaten potentially dangerous and very expensive equipment, it means the signal 

operators receive from the cooling system sensors are a lie.

 The reasons behind industrial cyberattacks are as varied as there are threat vectors. It 

could be a disgruntled former employee or contractor. It could be politically motivated. Like 

cyberattacks in the consumer world, it might simply be about money.

 In a recent case that was kept out of the media, hackers announced their presence in 

the systems of a utility provider’s system and their intention to lock out operators and wreak 

havoc unless a ransom was paid. Believing themselves to have little other option, the plant 

owners paid the ransom – doing so was cheaper than the losses taking production offline 

(or having the hackers do it for them) would impose.

Digital interpretation of physical sensor reporting 

 Taking sensor readings from physical machinery or processes and translating it for digital 

interpretation using SCADA systems is inherently challenging. The integrity of synthesizing 

sensor data for reporting on the PC screens of operators is critical, and if signals presented 

to operators aren’t accurate, the danger is already present – whether it’s a malicious actor 

or an innocent glitch.

Industrial networks’ fraught relationship with IDS and IPS systems

 A mine, transport hub, assembly line or power plant presents a far more complex 

cybersecurity proposition than a desktop PC. Consumer firewalls might slow your Facebook 

update down by milliseconds, but sensors communicating across or about transportation 

networks, generator output or battery recharging often can’t tolerate any such interference 

from software designed to throttle communication so it can monitor system status.

 IDS and IPS-based systems can be a critical part of the cybersecurity toolkit as SCADA 

systems grow more computerized, but installing one inside your process network can 

affect the reporting of signal accuracy and fidelity, making the true picture of your 

systems’ performance more elusive. 

 IDS or IPS technology works well in purely digital environments – if an overzealous 

blacklist entry in your antivirus program blocks a website you know is legitimate you can 

simply check a box and fix the problem. If a turbine is overheating, you don’t want an IPS 

blocking communication to the associated cooling system.

Lack of visibility into the location and extent of a threat

 Whether a signal is faked because of a malicious intrusion or a forgetful subcontractor, 

systems alerts need to be specific, including prompts for further action. Shutting down a 

whole plant to scan and test equipment or reboot a system-wide SCADA network to find a 

fault can leave unimaginable numbers of people without essential services and cost owners 

crippling sums of money.

 The December 2015 blackout that left that 225,000 Ukranians without power in the bitter 

Eurasian winter was caused when the plant was infected with malware that gave hackers the 

means to hijack an operators’ system and open circuit breakers, shutting supply down.

 True industrial infrastructure protection needs a system that can tell operators everything 

they need to know to solve a problem. You need to know where the problem is and what 

parts of your operations it affects. Simply alerting operators that an attack is occurring or 

that malware penetrated the system does not provide actionable insight. Cyber solutions 

must provide pinpoint guidance in order to enable a focused response. 

The risks of computerization and automation

 New plants are increasing automation, which exposes plant owners to a wider world of 

internet threat-style risk. Industrial plants increasingly connect to or send physical information 

through numerous digital systems. Any of these systems can play a part in compromising 

signals or data en route to the operator.

 In a recent example in Canada, hackers didn’t target an individual plant, they hacked 

the software provider the plant owner used to upgrade all its facilities, enabling attackers 

to access every plant the company owned.

 Precision designed systems in modern industrial settings direct pumps, electrical switches, 

lathes and vehicles to communicate and adjust settings without human intervention, operators 

today playing more of a strategic monitoring role.

 It makes it all the more easy for a malicious actor to find a signal a piece of equipment 

generates and communicates to the overall picture, hijack it and maintain it at a level they 

want it to present while they change the real behavior of the corresponding component.

The actors behind cybersecurity issues

 Here’s a sample of some of the reasons behind security threats levied against the 

industrial sector.

*  Owners or operators might have the strongest IDS or IPS available but if a disgruntled 

former employee secretly keeps his or her access credentials – or grooms a colleague 

who still works at the facility into giving up theirs – it won’t count for much.

*  Those behind organized crime might attack industrial systems to send strong messages 

or extort money.

*  In 2006, when Los Angeles traffic workers went on strike, the city blocked access to 

the systems that controls traffic signals. But two engineers hacked back into the system, 

manipulating signals to cause gridlock at key intersections across the city.

*  A hardware refit might have dislodged a network sensor, or a sensor might simply be 

faulty or old and in need of replacing.
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 As the above list proves, the threat vectors in the industrial sector are as varied as the 

incidents. They can come from inside or outside and be anywhere on a spectrum from 

malicious or vengeful to innocent accidents.

 An intrusion or risk alert can also come from any combination of the above. Often, an 

everyday internet malware is the most effective first step for a malicious hacker to obtain 

access to your operator-facing systems.

 In one recent example, a PC was used in a plant control room to access an SIEM 

system – connected directly to the plant network. When the operator came back form a 

week’s absence, he was horrified to see the PC had been used for general Internet access, 

potentially exposing the entire plant network to every threat online.

 With just a little more sophistication (or a little luck, as when hackers took control of a local 

water supply – see sidebar), the hacker can then move on to controlling PLCs or RTUs and 

exact real-world effects on machinery remotely. 

 However, it should be kept in mind that when it comes to the immediate need to keep 

producing, the reason and origin of the threat doesn’t matter.

 The first priority is to ensure systems and sensors are reporting the true values of the 

operation’s moving parts. Forensic analysis and solving the actual problem can come when 

everything is back in working order because only then will operators have a true picture of 

the plant or facility.

The best practice response to industrial cyberthreats 

Using physics, not IT, to monitor physical systems.

 Plant or utility operations are based on physics, not IT, so a system that monitors and 

reports on the physical world using data direct from the SCADA system or network is critical. 

Physical sensor data can be compromised at every step, so security monitoring has to come 

from the real signals, not the point at which signals are arranged for digital interpretation.

 It’s both a big data and an Internet of Things problem. Among all the readings coming 

out of your network, which one is fake? Finding it means watching the way machinery rather 

than computers is behaving. A system that uses information from sensors – not the digital 

interpretation of it – will show you if someone is trying to fool you.

Using algorithms to detect fake signals.

 Sensory input of signals and the checking of those signals against an algorithm that self-

teaches to refine results are transforming fields from voice recognition to art forgery.

 The components and devices in your network all generate unique signals, and an effective 

SCADA cybersecurity system will recognize them according to their behavior and can 

therefore tell you when a signal is incorrect.

The industrial sector isn’t an inherently IT-centric environment

 The SCADA-based world of industrial facilities isn’t designed for Internet threats or cyber-

security. Often – particularly in older plants – the systems running certain processes are 

sometimes only chips rather than full computers.

 Non-actionable alerts – like the ones you get from most cybersecurity applications – are 

next to useless. You need a system that can tell you the valve, relay, schedule or drill that’s 

directly affected. Industrial plants and factories cannot afford to be offline due to ambiguous 

threats or false alarms.

Deploy non-intrusive systems

 Whereas the IDS or IPS model deploys software inside your network to monitor traffic 

and watch for suspicious activity or software, the best approach for SCADA cybersecurity 

is a system that sits outside the network.

 Using unique algorithms and processing that detects the true signatures of physical 

systems and signals, all from your data and from a safe buffer beside your critical 

process network.

Take system integration seriously

 Integration of any IDS or IPS with your plant or SCADA systems is challenging, to say the 

least. Alerts can happen for any reason – plants are receiving new hardware, configurations 

and devices are changing all the time and maintaining production while so many things are 

changing is a headache somebody has to deal with.

 Industrial systems are also enclosed ecosystems it’s not advisable to connect directly to 

external networks like the internet. That makes third party systems maintenance a challenge 

all its own. How do you upgrade definitions in an IDS or IPS? How do you upgrade firmware 

in signal data architecture? And if doing so generates an alert, how do you know if it’s 

legitimate or not? Can you afford to ignore it until you iron it out?

 On top of all that, both your plant systems and the third party IDS, IPS or SCADA systems 

of the world are constantly moving. If you do manage a perfect set-up, it won’t be long before 

new versions or patches come along, their combined complexity needing the same program 

of aggressive testing and checks all over again.

What comes next

 Whether an alert is signaling a fault or an attack by hackers, your first priority should be to 

ensure the data coming from sensors across your network is correct. Accurate reporting is 

critical to keeping them within operational parameters.

 Any cybersecurity solution that assures such accuracy must not only synthesize data from 

the source, it must do so while operating outside the confines of the network, where it can’t 

cause any further interference to the accuracy or fidelity of network signals.

 Aperio passively monitors data from your existing SCADA monitoring systems. Using 

advanced proprietary algorithms and machine learning techniques, it then validates the 

integrity and authenticity of the signals, revealing the true state of your network and its 

components.

 Most importantly of all, such integrity testing lets Aperio pinpoint the precise point the 

threat is affecting, telling you exactly where the problem is and guiding you through 

corrective action without disrupting system efficiency or overall facility production.

Sidebar 1 – A virus in the water

 A company providing drinking water to a large district comprising several counties asked 

the Verizon RISK cyber investigations team to perform a threat readiness assessment.

 The Verizon team found many of the plant’s IT and operations running from a single 

outdated SCADA system that directly linked internal plant systems with the internet.

 Hackers breached the company and hijacked PLCs for valves and ducts that controlled 

the flow of chemicals into the water supply to make it safe to drink.
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 In something of a saving grace, the Verizon team found the hackers weren’t very 

knowledgeable. Because of the insecure connections between IT and SCADA systems 

at the company, up to 2.5 million customers’ payment details had potentially been exposed, 

but no record of fraud arising from their use was ever detected.

 Their actions altering water and chemical flows also revealed that they didn’t know much 

about the way the PLCs worked, but in the hands of more knowledgeable actors, the results 

could have been disastrous.

Sidebar 2 – Credentials and reprisals

 You might think the infrastructure malware threat began with Stuxnet, but as early as 

2000 an attack was directed at the sewage control system in Maroochy Shire, 

Queensland, Australia.

 A vengeful ex employee who had installed the SCADA system controlling sewage flows 

breached the system on almost 50 occasions.

 In addition to causing alarms to fail and pumps to stop running, valves opened when they 

should have closed, causing raw sewage to flood a local park, contaminate an open surface 

drainage ditch and finding its way 500 meters to a tidal canal.

Sidebar 3 – How Stuxnet helped usher in a new age

 Threats against infrastructure and their potential to cause real world harms to health or 

well-being entered the media and general public consciousness with Stuxnet, and it’s still the 

byword for a new world of cybersecurity when more than our PC or finances are under threat.

 For the first time the three tiers of a cyber-physical attack exploited particular vulnerabilities 

of each control layer; the IT layer, used to spread the malware, the control system which is 

used to manipulate – but not necessarily disrupt – process control and the physical layer 

where the actual damage is created.

 The fact that computer code was used to damage a centrifuge in an Iranian nuclear facility 

to take it out of commission, served as  a call to action for professionals in the infrastructure 

and SCADA field, about security in their own factories and plants.

Area of Risk Sidebar 1 – Water

 One of the most critical systems in any society, many would argue water provision needs 

to be the most secure of services. But like many infrastructure projects, plants are built to last 

decades and upgrades to combat any possible security issue (including cyberthreats) are 

disruptive and – in today’s world where many utility providers are privately owned – expensive.

 In a case where hackers penetrated the water supply systems of several counties, the 

actors took control of valves and ducts that control the chemical balance of drinking water. 

 Though it was revealed they didn’t really know what they were doing in manipulating them, 

a better-informed hacker with knowledge of the specific system could have potentially caused 

a widespread public health hazard.

Area of Risk Sidebar 2 – Power

 In March 2016, Admiral Michael Rogers of the US Cyber Command said it was a matter 

of when – not if – attackers target US power grid systems.

 Securing the perimeter is becoming increasingly untenable. The more systems fortify their 

edges, the more ad hoc holes have to be made as interconnectivity becomes more the order 

of the day.

 Plants and facilities have increasingly complicated internal data ecosystems and economic 

pressure will steer the industry increasingly away from siloed systems and more towards 

cloud computing and converged infrastructure systems.

Area of Risk Sidebar 3 – Nuclear

 The NTI Nuclear Security Index rates nuclear facilities on their level of protection against 

cyberattacks. So far the picture is far from ideal. While some nuclear-capable countries have 

taken steps to protect their facilities, the Index says legal and regulatory environments they 

operate in need to catch up. Of 24 nuclear-capable countries, nine received a top score in 

cyber-preparedness, but seven (Argentina, Belgium, China, Iran, Italy, Kazakhstan, and North 

Korea) scored zero. n
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